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Shaping Stortford Steering Group 
 

Wednesday 26th May 2021 
 Zoom conference call | 14:30 - 16.30 

 
 

MINUTES 
 
 
Present 
 
Helen Standen (Chair) EHC Deputy Chief Exec HS

Georgia Adamson EHC PA (Minutes)  GA
Cllr George Cutting EHC GC 
Cllr Graham McAndrew EHC GM

Gina Thomas BID Manager GT
 
Trevor Brennan 

 
HCC 

 
TB

Derek Twigg 
Paul Dean 

HCC 
BSCF 

DT 
PDn 

   
Colin Haigh  
Deirdre Glasgow 
Peter Douglas 
 

 
HCC 
Chair Rhodes Trust 
Residents Reference 
Group 

 
CH 
DG 
PDg 
 

 

Apologies 
  
Nick Truran  
Chris Wilson  
Rob Mayo 
James Parker 
Matt Cottam 
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The meeting was held as a teleconference due to the COVID-19 restrictions. 
 
Minutes ~ 24th March 2021 
 
PGA report needs to be changed to PJA 
 

2.   Election of Chairman  All 
 
 2.1  HS asked the group if they have any proposals for electing a new chairman of the 
group  
 2.2  No election to be taken today but any proposals to be emailed to HS and to discuss 
at the next meeting  
 2.3  PD informed we do need a chairman with Highways knowledge  

 
3.   Matters arising All 
 
 3.1   PD asked for an update on TOR’s 
 3.2  HS confirmed she shared these with the Leader of the Council and she signed them 
off and is happy with them. 
 3.3  Happy with TOR’s as they stand and are proposing that there is a wider SS meeting 
that happens once a quarter and will include everybody. Then a small core group that will 
consist of all three Council’s. 
 3.4   Also smaller sub groups who focus on all of the projects.  
 3.5  PD asked once the core groups have been established will the minutes be available 
for all Members 
 3.6   HS confirmed yes they will be available for all Members 

  
4.   Highways Update Trevor Brennan 
 4.1   Trevor confirmed the main focus today was to actively encourage people to make 
comments around the COVID responses. 
 4.2   TB confirmed he has put web links on the chat so this gives everybody the 
opportunity to comment on the COVID response to South Street and also the widening of the 
footway on Station Road Bridge. 
 4.3   The broader consultation will be around June 20th  
 4.4   Station Road Bridge has a mix response with people saying how good this is and 
also it has had an impact on congestion in the area.  
 4.5  TB talked briefly on discussions that were starting to be had at the back end of last 
year regarding 20mph zones. 
 4.6  Work was done looking at what local Members had in terms of their 20mph 
priorities, also looked at what was identified in the growth and transport plans. 
 4.7  HCC Members agreed a County wide fund of around 7m to progress with 20mph 
areas across the County. 
 4.8   Highways met with the team that are responsible with pulling this opportunity 
together and the County is being divided into around 390 20mph areas and there is a long 
list of where 20mph areas would work. 
 4.9   Next steps is that a report is going to Highways and Environment in July this year. 
 4.10   These will only be introduced where there is local support. 
 4.11   Gmc asked on the consultation for the High Street what next steps need to be 
taken. 
 4.12   TB confirmed there are posters going into the area and bus stops and through 
social media. 
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5.   Old River Lane & MSCP Northgate End Rob Mayo 
 
 5.1 HS gave the group a verbal update as RM could not attend the meeting  
 5.2 The programme is being delivered by City Heart 
 5.3 In January and March Full Council approved the recommendation to proceed with 
the revised proposals for the Art Centre. 
 5.4 High end Cinema offer across 5 screens. 
 5.5 Council approval to go ahead with the scheme so this is now being drawn up. 
 5.6 137 dwellings, 90 senior living bed/apartments (not a care home). 
 5.7 Northgate end car park – earlier on the year there was an issue with the concrete 
mix this has now been rectified and has not had an impact on the timing of the programme. 
 5.8 Quotes out for section 278 permanent works (expected back at the beginning of 

May). 
 
6.   AOB  
 
6.1   PD informed Highways of the footpaths in the area of the new development South of 
Hadam Road and what poor condition they are in and are not able to be used. TB has taken 
on action and asked PD to email him direct and will pass onto the rights of way Officer. 


